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Success of Persistent Engagement
in Cyberspace

T

he US Department of Defense’s 2018 cyber strategy is the most
important development in this arena in the past 20 years.1 It recognizes that states are continuously engaged in cyber operations
and prescribes an imperative to “persistently contest” adversaries “in day-
to-day competition” by, among other things, “defending forward to intercept and halt cyber threats.”2 Persistent engagement is straightforward
yet subtle. Countering malicious cyber activity below the level of armed
conflict requires daily interaction and competition to “expose adversaries’
weaknesses, learn their intentions and capabilities, and counter attacks
close to their origins.”3 US Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) must
consistently conduct operations to impose just enough friction on adversaries to moderate their behavior but not such disruption as to induce
further attacks.
Academics and policy makers have debated the merits of persistent
engagement, and perhaps it is indeed the correct strategy to deal with
cyber conflict. However, as with the introduction of any new strategy, developing it is trivial compared to implementing it effectively against a
competent adversary. At a minimum, persistent engagement requires
(1) strong and sustained military and civilian leadership that embraces the
strategy; (2) an organized, trained, and equipped force; (3) clear signaling
to adversaries; (4) the trust of international and domestic partners; and
(5) a robust interagency process. While the DOD might have the leadership and forces required to succeed, it is far from clear that the interagency
process, the trust of partners, and signaling are or will be in place soon
given the current political climate. Thus, the gains from persistent engagement will likely not be as significant as expected and will have a greater
risk of encouraging, not discouraging, adversary attacks.

Strong and Sustained Leadership
Military strategies are useless without strong military and civilian
leadership to implement and direct them—not just today but over the
years (or even decades) needed for success. There is widespread agreement that USCYBERCOM commander Gen Paul Nakasone is an exceptionally well-qualified military leader.4 His staff and subordinates are
equally well regarded.
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Nonetheless, there are reasons for concern. First, it is not clear that leader
ship above the operational command understands the strategy and subtlety
persistent engagement requires. In his confirmation testimony for appointment as chairman of the Joint Chiefs, Gen Mark Milley asserts that in
cyberspace “a good offense is critical, and that is the best defense”—which
may be true but is not the same as persistent engagement.5 This framing is
similar to that of the White House and some members of Congress.
Second, the next cyber commanders may not embrace persistent engagement as fully as has General Nakasone. Continuity is more likely if
the next generation gives rise to Nakasone protégés, but the next commander may be a more traditional war-fighting general eager to take the
fight aggressively to the enemy. The instinct of many warriors is to triple
down on aggression, losing not just the subtlety at the heart of the strategy
but the strategy itself.

Effectively Organized, Trained, and Equipped Force
The United States is well along in having a properly organized, trained,
and equipped cyber force. USCYBERCOM’s Cyber Mission Force
(CMF) is at full operational capability with 133 teams comprising over
6,000 personnel.6 These teams have been operationally engaged against
the Islamic State and Russian interference during the 2018 midterm elections.7 While they demonstrate significant capability, the CMF is not
without its issues. Just five months after reaching full operational capability, many teams no longer met training standards.8 Given the high tempo
of operations suggested by the new strategy, USCYBERCOM will be
hard-pressed to keep enough trained personnel, infrastructure, and capabilities over the years or decades.

Clear Signaling to Adversaries
Perhaps the most important prediction of persistent engagement is that
adversaries will learn which of their operations are far enough outside the
norm as to invite significant US response. Michael Fischerkeller, a researcher at the Institute of Defense Analyses, and Richard Harknett, Political Science Department head at the University of Cincinnati, write
about tacit bargaining such that over time each side will come to understand the “boundaries or limits on behaviors.”9 Operations that support
persistent engagement are essentially a never-ending series of signals to
shepherd adversaries toward preferred US norms.
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Communicating intent in cyberspace is inherently difficult because operations are usually hidden and denied while offensive attacks, pre-attack
reconnaissance, and espionage are hard to distinguish.10 Former National
Security Agency (NSA) deputy director Chris Inglis notes that misreading “a limited action [such as routine espionage] as an existential threat”
could lead to “escalating a situation in a manner unintended by the
attacker.”11 Despite this risk, there is a near total lack of communication
between adversaries outside the arena of competition itself, inviting mistake and miscalculation. There is no direct contact between the DOD and
the Chinese military as China’s leadership is still incensed over a signaling
attempt: the US indictment of five Chinese cyber officers. There is also no
direct contact between US and Russian militaries, though at least there are
hotlines to connect the White House with the Kremlin and between each
side’s computer emergency response teams.12
Hawkish rhetoric creates further uncertainty about US intentions.
While US Cyber Command discusses persistent engagement primarily as
a defensive strategy, the White House thinks of it as an offensive one. This
gap will magnify the opportunities for mistake and miscalculation.
Even if adversaries detect and understand US signals, they may not be
sure that the punishment will stop if they comply with US preferences.13
Could Russia’s or China’s leadership be confident that if it moderated its
cyber operations against the United States, its respective countries might
not still suffer covert action, espionage, indictments, sanctions, or “hostile”
cross-border information that threaten regime stability?

Trust of International and Domestic Partners
The new strategy recognizes the importance of partnerships, emphasizing that the DOD “will collaborate with our interagency, industry, and
international partners to advance our mutual interests.”14 However, there
are conflicting interests as well as mutual interests in stopping adversary
cyber operations. Persistent engagement and forward defense blur the
lines between adversary (red space), US (blue space), and other networks
(gray space). With these euphemisms, it can be easy to forget that gray
space is typically shorthand for someone else’s property physically located
in a country with which the United States is at peace.
Previously, cyber operations that would deliver an effect in red or gray
space required extensive interagency coordination, often the approval of
the president.15 Under this new strategy, and related authorizations by
Congress and the White House, US cyber forces will have more freedom
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of action to pivot with adversaries and disrupt threats in or through the
networks of friendly nations.16
As Max Smeets of the Center for Security Studies at ETH Zurich remarks, “by operating in allied networks, Cyber Command is running the
risk of causing the wrong type of friction,” eroding allied trust in the
United States.17 Those nations will surely often be no happier with this
policy than many in the United States government would be if French
cyber warriors took down Russian targets in Wisconsin. Just because the
US military sees itself as liberating other nations’ computers from adversary occupation does not mean cyber GIs will be greeted with open arms.
Perhaps, in more normal times, partners might trust US intentions. But
even the closest and most trusted US allies are feeling antagonized by recent decisions and actions of the United States. Extraterritorial US cyber
operations may be perceived as just more bullying, to be resisted even if
the outcome is beneficial. Smeets’s suggestion for “memoranda of understanding on offensive cyber effects operations in systems or networks
based in allied territory” is a step in the right direction.18
US technology companies will be key partners to securing cyberspace
but have not forgotten the revelations of Edward Snowden. “As story after
story emerged alleging that the NSA undermined encryption, hacked into
cables carrying the data of U.S. companies, placed implants and beacons in
servers and routers, and generally weakened Internet security,” observes
cybersecurity expert Adam Segal, “policymakers failed to comprehend the
depth of Silicon Valley’s anger.”19 If another Snowden-type revelation explodes, or more US military cyber weapons get stolen or leaked, the
public-private partnerships called for in the strategy may disintegrate.20

Robust Interagency Process
The latest National Cyber Strategy states that the US will use “diplomatic, information, military, . . . financial, intelligence, public attribution,
and law enforcement capabilities” to counter malicious cyber activity—
coordination that is especially needed to send clear signals and reassure
partners.21
Shaping adversary behavior and improving stability require synchronized policy and operations across at least the National Security Council; Office of the Director of National Intelligence; Federal Bureau of
Investigation; and Departments of State, Justice, Treasury, and Homeland Security. Coordinating these agencies has never been an easy task,
yet the White House eliminated the cyber security coordinator position
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in May 2018, and the Trump administration is already on its fourth national security advisor. 22

Conclusion
Offensive cyber operations can lead to “significant strategic advantages”
for states, both the United States and its adversaries.23 Persistent engagement may be the best chance to reduce conflict and return to a more secure
cyberspace. But too many of the required elements are lacking to feel particularly confident.
Though the United States has strong military leadership and is building
an effective cyber force, there are shortcomings in signaling to adversaries,
building trust with partners, and establishing interagency coordination.
Unfortunately, we cannot simply wish this were different or ignore the
domestic and international political context.
Optimists and hawks may argue that having perhaps two of the five
required elements is “good enough.” Some of the five elements could be
merely preferable rather than strictly necessary, and these days even a
weakly implemented strategy may be better than the alternatives. Incomplete advancement might still lead to significant national security gains or
strategically delay adversaries long enough for the United States to develop the missing elements.
Pessimists will fear that persistent engagement might instead be like
jumping a motorcycle across the Grand Canyon. Clearing two-fifths of
the gap is a heroic feat but failure nonetheless—and may not be worth
attempting without a greater chance of success. Defending forward could
prompt adversaries to attack more, not less; international allies might see
the United States as an adversary and not a partner; and US citizens and
technology companies may believe that the US government cares more
about taking the fight to the enemy than securing cyberspace, digital
rights, or online privacy.
Persistent engagement may only be successful when used sparingly at
the margins during a time of relative peace, when the effects on adversary operations, allies, and partners are easily overlooked. However, it
may engender a harsher reaction when executed at scale—the main effort of a public and seemingly offensive strategy—or during a significant
geopolitical crisis.
These issues might have been addressed when the strategy was still
just an excellent idea rather than after its launch as the heart of a major
military strategy. Now, government and military officials must shift attention to the lagging elements and, with researchers, track the effects of
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the strategy to see if it is indeed stabilizing or inducing adversaries to
step up their attacks.24
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